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Paroles:
Verse 1

Over the hills and the valleys there is a place that is
So stress free yeah come with me come with me come
with
Me come with me where the kids with smiles everyday
and
Grown ups don't have no bills to pay. birds sing so
Sweet in the trees dew falls so thick on the leaves

Come come come come let us fly let me dry your eyes
and
Leave your fears behind. who want stay mek them stay
mi
Done mek up mi mind mi gone mi gone mi gone hey

Chorus

Paradise where there is no envy or greed paradise jah
Fulfill mi wants and mi needs

Paradise where truth rains like hail from the sky

Paradise hey I'm gone yeah

VERSE 2

Work for those find it hard to overstand paradise is
The cleansing of the mind, purification of your heart
And soul. don't let the devil take control oh some a
Look fi paradise in a physical form... paradise it is a
State of mind and if you search long enough hard
enough
And a you will find

Chorus

Paradise where there is no envy or greed paradise jah
Fulfill mi wants and mi needs
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Paradise where truth rains like hail from the sky

Paradise hey I'm gone yeah

VERSE 3

Well I'm hurting deep inside of me and I'm aching still
No one could see daddys asleep don't you wake him
up
Cause only when he is asleep he finds paradise at his
Feet. I saw gunsmoke from the rifle. one man is down
Three more kids get stifle all because of mistaken
Identity ooh wee ooh wee ooh wee. well we wont tarry
Where they don't like us babylon I'm sorry I refuse to be
En slave I'm free from your tyranny ooh wee ooh wee
ooh
Wee ooh wee hey

If you keep on starving my kind thn you aint no friend
Of mine and this is where my people draw the line. wi
Come a wi gone a

Chorus

Paradise where there is no envy or greed paradise jah
Fulfill mi wants and mi needs

Paradise where truth rains like hail from the sky

Paradise hey I'm gone yeah

VERSE 4

Well in I a run from yah so cause yah so a pure hold
Down yuh know weh mi a sey. call upon king selassie I
Name everyday backbeat and frontpage a roll with the
Punches. this is something me want stick in a the back
Of your mind everytime. here is where the pressure
Starts and where the pressure lies so find paradise in
A you mind nuh in a yuh step nuh

Chorus

Paradise where there is no envy or greed paradise jah
Fulfill mi wants and mi needs

Paradise where truth rains like hail from the sky

Paradise hey I'm gone yeah
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